ANDREW MCCABE’S
COMMENTS ABOUT
TRUMP MORE LIKELY
REFERENCE WHAT AN
EASY MARK RUSSIA
THINKS HE IS THAN ANY
(UNEXPECTED) THING
HE DID
Andrew McCabe was on Chris Cuomo’s show last
night, talking about Trump’s reported plan to
release more sensitive intelligence about the
Russian investigation. A number of people have
asked me about it, so I thought I’d talk about
what he did and did not say. First, my
transcription:
Cuomo: … the next leading theory, other
than just payback, is he wants a lot of
stuff from the Russia investigation
declassified because he’s been told by
Nunes and others, “the more comes out
the more it would look you were framed.”
Uh, what’s the risk there, if a lot of
stuff comes out? We’ve talked about
sources and methods. But let me reverse
the question: from your knowledge, is
there anything that could come out that
people would look at it and say, “Wow, I
can’t believe they ever included the
President in this analysis. He and his
people clearly did nothing.”
McCabe: There is some very, very
serious, very specific undeniable
intelligence that has NOT come out that,
if it were released, would risk
compromising our access to that sort of
information in the future. I think it
would also risk casting the President in
a very negative light. So does it —

would he have a motivation to release
those things? It’s
almost incomprehensible to me that he
would want that information out. I don’t
see how he spins it to his advantage
because, quite frankly, I don’t believe
it’s flattering.
Cuomo: You think there’s more bad stuff
about him that we don’t know?
McCabe: There is always more
intelligence — there was a lot more in
the intelligence community assessment
than what was ever released for public
consumption. I mean, the original
version of that report was classified at
the absolute highest level I have ever
seen. You’re talking about Top Secret,
Compartmentalized Code Word stuff, and
it would be ver–it would be tragic to
American intelligence collection for
those sources to be put at risk.

First, note that McCabe at first didn’t answer
Cuomo’s question, which was basically whether
there was anything that would substantiate
Trump’s claims to have been framed. Instead, he
first says that there’s stuff that if it were
released, would have a permanent impact on US
intelligence collection. Only after saying that
does McCabe say there’s stuff that McCabe
doesn’t believe is “flattering” that would “risk
casting the President in a very negative light.”
Cuomo picks up on that and asks if there’s more
bad stuff about Trump that we don’t know (as if
CNN has covered even the public stuff that puts
Trump in a very bad light, which they have not).
McCabe responds by addressing only the
Intelligence Community Assessment completed by
early January 2017. He then describes the ICA
using terms that describe the most sensitive
stuff coming from a variety of different
collection sources, without specifically saying
that this is about Trump, or if it is, whether
it involves something that Trump did rather than
something that was said about Trump.

Moreover, McCabe is talking about stuff that was
available by January 6, 2017, not stuff that
became available by May 2019, when Mueller shut
down his office. He’s talking about stuff that,
because CIA and NSA were key parts of the
collection effort, could not be targeted at
Trump, but instead would be targeted at
Russians.
It’s possible this stuff refers to more
compromise by women. After all, the SSCI Report
(which benefitted more from CIA and NSA
information than it did from FBI information)
found more examples — three — than were known
about Trump’s possible sexual compromise when in
Russia, and the section is preceded by two
redacted pages.
It may also include details about Trump’s 2013
trip associated with Miss Universe, which the
SSCI Report also provides damning new details
about.
Another likely topic pertains to Russia’s
profiling of Trump as a potential asset. The
SSCI Report leaves his usefulness as a money
laundering vehicle almost unmentioned and
similarly limits mention of Trump’s ties to the
mob (though it does include the latter in
several places, such as this discussion of his
2013 trip and this discussion of warnings about
the Agalarovs). But if the IC had the kind of
collection as sensitive as McCabe says, it
likely includes discussions of how easy it would
be to stoke Trump’s narcissism to get him to
work contrary to America’s interests.
There’s one more thing it likely includes. As I
observed when it came out, the Mueller Report
does not discuss — at all — Trump’s interactions
directly with Putin, not even his meeting at the
G20 where they discussed adoptions in advance of
Trump crafting a June 9 denial for his failson
that focused on adoptions. In my never-ending
fascination with what gets classified, the
Andrew Weissmann book also makes no mention of
that meeting, even though he discusses the
adoption cover story at length. If that weren’t

really sensitive, he should have been able to
argue that the meeting was public, not least
given that Trump confessed it himself in an NYT
interview. Trump and Putin are not known to have
met before he became President. Nevertheless,
there must be a corpus of intelligence of
“about” collections in which Trump’s cultivation
by Putin are discussed.
Still, most of that isn’t about what Trump did —
aside the same financial corruption and serial
sexual philandering he has done in the US. It’s
about what Russia thinks of Trump. Which is
consistent with it not being “flattering” rather
than being described as “damning.”
McCabe doesn’t talk about the damning
information that FBI would have found between
the time the ICA came out and the time the
investigation into his closest associates ramped
up. And that stuff is likely more interesting.

